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Abstract

The concept of distributing one complex task to several smaller, simpler Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) as opposed to one complex UAV is the way of the future for a vast number of surveillance and data collection tasks. One objective for this type of application is to be able to maintain an operational picture of the overall environment. Due to high bandwidth costs, centralizing all data may not be possible, necessitating a distributed storage system such as mobile Distributed Hash Table (DHT). A difficulty with this maintenance is that for an Airborne Network (AN), nodes are vehicles and travel at high rates of speed. Since the nodes travel at high speeds they may be out of contact with other nodes and their data becomes unavailable. To address this the DHT must include a data replication strategy to ensure data availability. This research investigates the percentage of data available throughout the network by balancing data replication and network bandwidth. The DHT used is Pastry with data replication using Beehive, running over an 802.11 wireless environment, simulated in Network Simulator 3. Results show that high levels of replication perform well until nodes are too tightly packed inside a given area which results in too much contention for limited bandwidth.
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I. Introduction

A wide variety of military and civilian applications of airborne networking have resulted in growing research efforts in Airborne Networks (ANs) over the past few years [8, 60]. Supported by the advances in sensing and wireless communication technologies, ANs hold promise in providing effective, wide-applicable, low-cost, and secure information exchange among airborne vehicles[60]. For instance, the in-flight communication among commercial airlines can allow the sharing of adverse weather conditions and emergency situations, which are of significant value, especially, when the flights are in areas outside the reach of ground control stations. Similarly, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) may need to rely on reliable communication and networking schemes for safe maneuvering and data communication.

Imagine needing to maintain an operational picture of an overall environment using a decentralized storage system. The operational picture is being maintain by a group of UAVs that are searching an environment. However, due to bandwidth limitations not all data can be backed up to a single point, or UAV because of concern for failure and bandwidth limitations. Yet, there is still a need to be able to call up any piece of data at any time to obtain an operational picture. This, means that even when a node appears to be offline when queried for information, the best available information should still be available. This scenario needs a model that is reliable, decentralized, and secure. A MANET overlayed with a P2P storage application with redundancy satisfies most of those requirements.
1.1 Research Goal

Evaluate a potential data sharing system to use a P2P DHT to maintain data availability in AN. The evaluation measures are bandwidth usage and successful query answers.

1.2 Methodology

Employ a MANET running a DHT to provide a reliable and decentralized database. Determine the availability of data throughout the network by querying nodes for given data. Determine the amount of replication that is allowable before network bandwidth is exceeded.

1.3 Limitations of the Study

The mobility model used for nodal movement is a random way-point model. The nodes are designed as vehicles doing a search, the mobility model is not an optimal model for searching. The lookup model for nodes to request data is a globally known variable that is accessible by nodes in NS3. In reality, nodes would not know what data is known at each node without asking the node first. In NS3 the antenna range is an ideal model that has a very specific cutoff and interference range. Once again in reality, this range is constantly changing depending on power levels and environment. Also, the frequency interference range is much further than effective communication range of a signal [19].

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter II contains an overview of current research into DHTs, including Chord, Pastry, Tapestry, and CAN. The chapter discusses some of the deficiencies of mobile DHTs, and some possible optimizations. Next, several data replication architectures are examined, ending with an overview of several current VANET projects. Chapter III presents a testing plan for the model, including system setup, procedures, workload, parameters, and design. Chapter IV discusses the research findings
in network utilization and replication. Finally, Chapter V presents the research conclusions and presents recommendations for future work.
II. Related Works

A mobile P2P database is a database that is stored in the peers of a mobile P2P network. A common storage structure for the P2P database is a DHT. A DHT provides a lookup service similar to a hash table, that operates on a P2P network in a decentralized distributed manner. Data in a DHT consists of key and value pairs with the goal that any participating node can efficiently retrieve the value associated with a given key. A DHT is able to scale to extremely large numbers of nodes and to handle continual node arrivals, departures, and failures [37]. A DHT can provide a high level of fault tolerance, and several degrees of lookup speed.

There are several reasons to choose a P2P overlay for implementing a database. P2P networks can be self maintaining, resilient, and require limited infrastructure and control [36]. A P2P network can be decentralized, allowing for high reliability in the sense that failure at a central site will not render the system unavailable [39]. P2P networks can be configured to allow for dynamic member arrival and departure. All of these reasons support the goal of creating a data sharing system that is dependable, distributed and decentralized.

2.1 Distributed Hash Table (DHT)

There are two big considerations when designing a DHT: availability of data and scalability from a few nodes to many hundreds [28]. There are also four core requirements that must be satisfied for a DHT. The first requirement is that every node can find the answer to a query. The second is that keys are load-balanced among nodes. Load balancing distributes a workload across multiple computers, nodes, network links, central processing units, disk drives, or other resources, to achieve optimal resource utilization, maximize throughput, minimize response time, and avoid overload [46]. With a DHT, this means ensuring that one node does not contain too many key and value pairs and become a pseudo-
central server that could become overloaded with data requests. The third requirement is
that routing tables must adapt to node failures and arrivals. This does not refer to the
network layer of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model that routes packets from
node to node. This refers to the DHT’s routing tables which are commonly referred to as
finger tables. Finger tables store a node’s view of where the requested data is stored. The
fourth requirement is actually more of an optimization for a DHT; it concerns how many
hops lookups must take. This can be as simple as \(O(n)\) where every node is sequentially
queried to \(O \log(n)\), or \(O(1)\). These schemes will be discussed with each individual
DHT. Four of the original DHTs are Chord [52], Pastry [48], Tapestry [62], and Content
Addressable Network (CAN) [45].

2.1.1 Chord.

Chord [4] supports just one main operation: given a key, it maps it to a node. Chord
uses what is called consistent hashing to assign keys to nodes. Consistent hashing is
designed to facilitate joining and leaving the network. The consistent hashing algorithm
assigns each node and key a \(m\) bit ID (128 bits for Chord). Chord uses the SHA-1 hashing
function to generate ID’s. The algorithm hashes the IP address of the node to generate a
unique Node ID. Generating a unique node ID is done to avoid a naming structure that
needs to rely on another application such as DNS. The key ID is hashed from the total file.
The algorithm then maps keys to the correct successor node. That node is then responsible
for that key. A small example can be seen in Figure 2.1. A file is hashed to a key-K1.
K1 would attempt to map to N1. Since there is no N1, K1 sequentially counts up looking
for the next node. It sees that N3 is the next node and the file K1 is stored on N3 in the
figure. in the figure, N5 is responsible for no files, N12 is responsible for files K6 and K12,
N24 is responsible for storing K13, K15, K18, and K21. SHA-1 is used to try to avoid the
unbalanced loading as depicted on N24.
Chord uses only a minimal amount of routing information. Each node is responsible for tracking $O \log(n)$ nodes in what is called a finger table. The finger table allows a node to halve the distance each time it forwards a request for data. The finger table uses Equation (2.1) to calculate the successor nodes. Where $n$ is a node’s numerical ID number, set from SHA-1, $i$ is the index number in the finger table (this number is iterated up from 0 to $i$), and $m$ is the number of bits used for the ID (usually 128 bits from SHA-1).

$$S = (n + 2^{i-1}) \mod 2^m$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

When a node in Chord locates data, it requires only $O(\log N)$ time to lookup and find a node. This is because the finger table allows a node to halve the distance each time it forwards a request for data. An example lookup is shown in Figure 2.2.

During Chord initialization, each node generates a hash ID. After a node’s ID has been hashed, it searches for the next higher and previous lower IDs. It then populates its finger table and predecessor node (pointer). Next, the node must tell its predecessor nodes to
update its fingers, and notify the higher layer software to transfer files associated with keys that the new node is responsible for.

2.1.2 Tapestry.

Tapestry [62] is a P2P overlay network which provides a DHT, routing, and multicasting infrastructure for distributed applications. The Tapestry P2P system offers efficient, scalable, self-repairing, location-aware routing to nearby resources. Each node is assigned a unique node ID uniformly distributed in a large identifier space. Tapestry uses SHA-1 to produce a 160-bit identifier space represented by a 40 digit hex key. Application-specific endpoints, called Globally Unique IDs (GUIDs), are similarly assigned unique identifiers. Node IDs and GUIDs are roughly evenly distributed in the overlay network with each node storing several different IDs. From experiments it is shown that Tapestry efficiency increases with network size, so multiple applications sharing the same overlay network increases efficiency. To differentiate between applications, a unique application identifier is used.

Tapestry uses best-effort to publish and route objects. Using Plaxton [56] routing uses local routing maps at each node, called neighbor maps to incrementally route over-lay
messages to the destination ID digit by digit (e.g., ***8 ⇒ **98 ⇒ *598 ⇒ 4598 where *'s represent wildcards). This approach is similar to longest-prefix routing in the Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) IP address allocation architecture. In Plaxton, each node or machine can take on the roles of servers (where objects are stored), routers (which forward messages), and clients (origins of requests). A server $S$ publishes that it has an object $O$ by routing a message to the root node of $O$. The root node is a unique node in the network used to place the root of the embedded tree for object $O$. The publishing process consists of sending a message toward the root node. At each hop along the way, the publish message stores location information in the form of a mapping $<O.ID, S.ID>$.  

The Plaxton location and routing system provides several desirable properties for both routing and location:

- **Simple Fault Handling** Because routing only requires nodes match a certain suffix, there is potential to route around any single link or server failure by choosing another node with a similar suffix.

- **Scalable** It is inherently decentralized, and all routing is done using locally available data. Without a point of centralization, the only possible bottleneck exists at the root node.

- **Exploiting Locality** Queries for local objects are likely to quickly run into a router with a pointer to the objects location

- **Proportional Route Distance** Plaxton has proven that the total network distance traveled by a message during both location and routing phases is proportional to the underlying network distance, assuring us that routing on the Plaxton overlay incurs a reasonable overhead.
2.1.3 Pastry.

Pastry [48] is a scalable, distributed object location and routing substrate for wide-area peer-to-peer applications. Pastry is completely decentralized, fault-resilient, and reliable. Pastry shares many similarities with Chord. Each node in Pastry is assigned a 128-bit node ID. Similarly to Chord, the node ID is used to indicate a node’s position in a circular node ID space, which ranges from 0 to $2^{128} - 1$. The node ID is assigned randomly when a node joins the system. It is assumed that node IDs are generated such that the resulting set of node IDs is uniformly distributed in the 128-bit node ID space. For instance, a node ID could be generated by computing a cryptographic hash of the node’s public key or its IP address.

Pastry can route to the numerically closest node for a given key in $O(\log N)$ time under normal operation. Pastry like Tapestry adopts the Plaxton routing algorithm. For the purpose of routing, node IDs and keys are treated of as a sequence of digits with base $2^b$. Pastry routes messages to the node whose node ID is numerically closest to the given key. This is accomplished as follows. In each routing step, a node normally forwards the message to a node whose node ID shares with the key a prefix that is at least one digit (or bit) longer than the prefix that the key shares with the present node’s ID. If no such node is known, the message is forwarded to a node whose node ID shares a prefix with the key as long as the current node, but is numerically closer to the key than the present node’s ID. To support this routing procedure, each node maintains some routing state.

Each Pastry node maintains a routing table, a neighborhood set and a leaf set. Each entry in the routing table contains the IP address of one of potentially many nodes whose node ID has the appropriate prefix; in practice, a node is chosen that is close to the present node, according to a proximity metric.
The neighborhood set $M$ contains the node IDs and IP addresses of the $M$ nodes that are closest (according to the proximity metric) to the local node. The neighborhood set is not normally used in routing messages; it is useful in maintaining locality properties.

The leaf set $L$ is the set of nodes with the $L/2$ numerically closest larger node IDs, and the $L/2$ nodes with numerically closest smaller node IDs, relative to the present node’s node ID. The leaf set is used during the message routing.

2.1.4 Content Addressable Network.

Similarly to the previous DHTs, CAN [45] is designed to be scalable, fault tolerant, and self-organizing. CAN’s design centers around a virtual $d$-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space on a $d$-torus (similar to the circular topology of the other DHTs). This coordinate space is completely logical and bears no relation to any physical coordinate system. At any point in time, the entire coordinate space is dynamically partitioned among all the nodes in the system such that every node owns its individual, distinct zone within the overall space.

A node learns and maintains the IP addresses of those nodes that hold coordinate zones adjoining its own zone. This set of immediate neighbors in the coordinate space serves as a coordinate routing table that enables routing between arbitrary points in this space. Routing in CAN works by following the straight line path through the Cartesian space from source to destination coordinates. Note that many different paths exist between two points in the space and so, even if one or more of a node’s neighbors were to crash, a node can automatically route along the next best available path.

To allow the CAN to grow, a new node that joins the system must be allocated its own portion of the coordinate space. This is done by an existing node splitting its allocated zone in half, retaining half and handing the other half to the new node. The process takes three steps:

1. Find a node already in the network.
2. Identify a zone that can be split.

3. Update the routing tables of nodes neighboring the newly split zone.

2.2 Mobile Distributed Hash Table

The previously discussed DHTs were designed to work on wired networks. Transitioning to a wireless domain adds several complexities. Heer, et al. [24] concludes that one major aspect is the interaction between two routing systems: the ad-hoc routing protocol and the DHT routing algorithms. Since both systems attempt to handle topology changes and node failures concurrently, their interactions often result in suboptimal routing at high costs in terms of consumed network and host resources. Also, wireless ad-hoc routing of messages between two arbitrary nodes is an extremely expensive operation, that may involve flooding of the network to find a path or global state updates when the topology changes due to node mobility. Furthermore, each additional hop consumes significant resources at intermediate nodes. Another aspect is the high churn (nodes joining and leaving) rate DHTs experience in MANETs, leading to DHTs being separated and reunited network behavior atypical of infrastructure-based networks and hence rarely addressed in the original DHT algorithms.

These implications of running DHTs on MANETs make it necessary to adapt DHTs for efficiency and stability. Heer, et al. [24] propose that the integration of the DHTs and ad-hoc routing layers is crucial to achieve efficiency, as it significantly reduces the duplication of routing information and maintenance efforts. Before moving on to optimizations and enhancements for mobile DHTs Hoschek [26] presents an abstract Peer Database Protocol (PDP) Messaging Model for a unified P2P database protocol that each mobile database should implement at a basic level.

2.2.1 Peer Database Protocol Messaging Model.

The abstract PDP messaging model employs four request messages (QUERY, RECEIVE, INVITE, CLOSE) and a response message (SEND). A transaction is defined
as one or more message exchanges between two nodes for a given query. An example transaction is a QUERY-RECEIVE-SEND-RECEIVE-SEND-CLOSE sequence.

- **QUERY** - A QUERY message is forwarded along node hops through the P2P node topology. The message contains the query itself as well as a transaction identifier. The QUERY message also contains scope hints such as a loop timeout, abort timeout, radius and a neighbor selection query. A node accepting a QUERY message returns immediately without any results. Results are explicitly requested via a subsequent RECEIVE message.

- **RECEIVE** - A RECEIVE message is used by a client to request query results from another node. A client can successively issue multiple RECEIVE messages until the result set is exhausted.

- **SEND** - When a node accepts a RECEIVE message, it responds with a SEND message.

- **CLOSE** - A client may issue a CLOSE message to inform a node that the remaining results (if any) are no longer needed and can safely be discarded. A CLOSE message responds immediately with an acknowledgement. At the same time, the node asynchronously forwards the CLOSE to neighbors involved in result set delivery, which in turn forward the CLOSE to their neighbors, and so on. Being informed of a CLOSE allows a node to release resources as early as possible.

- **INVITE** - INVITE messages only apply to Direct Response, which are not covered here.

Now that a basic protocol model has been established, there are two deficiencies in mobile DHTs. The first is multi-hop searching for data, this adds a larger latency for lookup. The second is the overlap between what is needed by mobile DHTs and
network layer routing protocols, and integrating the two. Below is the current research and optimizations to overcome these deficiencies.

### 2.2.2 Decreased Hop Count of a Distributed Hash Table.

One optimization is to increase the size of a node’s routing table, this decreases the latency of multiple hops for a query to arrive at a destination node [33]. Ignoring the network layer routing, if a node has a large enough routing table it could directly query the node for data allowing for constant lookup. This may help at the network layer because a node could perform a complete *transaction* before a node moves out of range or is otherwise lost.

#### 2.2.2.1 UnoHop.

UnoHop [51] is a DHT that reduces data lookups to $O(1)$. UnoHop propagates membership changes through a distribution mechanism that has each node in the P2P network maintain routing tables with complete membership information. Unohop works most effectively with a low churn rate. Sitepu, et al. [51] the creators of Unohop, argue that unlike the traditional DHTs (Chord, Pastry, etc) where each node maintains minimal information about its neighbors in the routing table. When the churn rate is low it is more efficient for each node to maintain complete membership information to allow very fast $O(1)$ lookup time. Testing of UnoHop showed that for a large MANET constant lookup time and one hop routing tables is likely not plausible, and therefore a hop count latency optimization is also not plausible.

#### 2.2.2.2 Mobile Chord.

Cramer and Fuhrmann [14] performed an evaluation of Chord in a MANET. They determined the main issue of deploying Chord in a MANET not to be its overhead, but rather the protocols timeout and failover strategy. This strategy enables fast lookup resolution in spite of highly dynamic node membership, which is a significant problem in the Internet context. However, with the inherently higher packet loss rate in a MANET, a
failover strategy results in lookups being inconsistently forwarded even if node membership does not change.

Cramer and Fuhrmann’s [14] model consisted of nodes using the IEEE 802.11 MAC with RTS/CTS extension, and a 2.4-GHz radio interface with a transmission speed of 2 Mbps. Radio propagation follows the two-ray model with a nominal transmission range of 250 meters. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR), and Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) were used as the three routing protocols. All routing protocols were configured with the default values of their parameters.

The metrics used were:

- **Request success ratio** The total fraction of requests for which the originator successfully receives an answer.

- **Overlay consistency** The percentage of all nodes that from a global point of view have selected their correct successor. Consistency is a function of time.

- **End-to-end delay** The cumulated delay between issuing a request and receiving the reply. This includes both the delay of performing the Chord lookup and of the request/response cycle.

- **Total network load** The total load exerted on the network. In contrast to the offered load, it comprises application and control traffic, and each transmission on a multi-hop route is separately counted.

Cramer and Fuhrmann [14] concluded that in the majority of all tested scenarios, which varied in network size, node mobility, and offered application load, they found that Chord’s ability to consistently resolve lookups was significantly impaired. Notwithstanding, the observed performance issues unexpectedly were not a result of congestion. Upon packet loss due to mobility or erroneous transmission, the protocol’s
failover strategy prematurely assumes that the packets destination departed from the network. It disposes of the corresponding state information and thereby lowers network consistency. Lookups are inconsistently resolved, resulting in incorrect application behavior.

2.2.2.3 P4P Optimization for P2P Pastry.

The P4P [22] Pastry routing algorithm, performs peer clustering to the same resources and the proximity of physical location of nodes. When routing, the node routes to the nodes which are physical adjacent to it and have the lowest cost of communication. Theory analysis and the experimental results show that the algorithm proposed has realized localization download and greatly raised the data transfer rate, reduced the load in backbone network and enhanced the network performance.

2.2.2.4 NN-Chord.

NN-Chord [10] is Neighbors Neighbor Chord, and the algorithm is named BNN-Chord (Bidirectional Neighbors Neighbor Chord). The routing lookup algorithm of classical Chord is unidirectional; it only can look up key through the clockwise direction of Chord circle. However, the structure of Chord is circular in logic, so the lookup direction can be clockwise or anticlockwise, lookup efficiency can not be high only through clockwise direction. The NN-Chord algorithm extends the finger table using neighbors neighbors link, which is named a learn table. The routing table maintains the information of the successors successor node, which can reasonably increase finger density of the routing table to find the neighbor node, that is closer to the key. The learn table of NN-Chord algorithm only covers approximately three quarters of Chord circle, and the finger table suffers serious information redundancy, meanwhile, this algorithm only can process unidirectional lookup. For solving these issues and with the idea of bidirectional Chord, BNN-Chord add a converse routing table (including converse finger table and converse learn table) for every node in the NN-Chord, by which the routing table can cover
whole Chord circle and lookup direction can be clockwise or anticlockwise. Meanwhile, redundant information is delete in the routing table to simplify it. Simulation results show that the algorithm effectively reduces the search path length and can improve the system performance.

2.2.3 Intergrated DHTs in a MANET.

Das, et al. [16] explain the difference between a layered approach and integrated approach to implementing a MANET DHT using Pastry. The layered design is similar to implementing a DHT in the Internet. It leverages the existing routing infrastructure for MANETs to the full extent. This approach, while consistent with the layered principle of the OSI model of networking, makes it difficult to exploit many optimization opportunities from the interactions between the DHT protocol and the underlying multi-hop routing protocol. For example, it is difficult for the routing structures of the DHT and the route cache of DSR to coordinate with each other to optimally discover and maintain source routes. Instead of stacking one protocol on the top of the other, with no information sharing, more work can be done to make both P2P file sharing protocol and MANET routing protocol interact with each other [53]. Experiments in NS2 shows that this strategy performs better than the layered approach in terms of traffic, average query delay and packet delivery ratio.

The NS2 implementation follows a simulation area with a grid of 1500 meters by 320 meters. The area is divided into 10 sub-grids of 150 meters by 320 meters with a super-node placed at the center of each sub-grid. The random waypoint movement model is used in which 50 nodes move at a speed uniformly distributed between 0-20 m/s. We assume the wireless bandwidth is 2 Mbps and the transmission range is 250m. The run time of the experiment is kept as 500 second. Three metrics are measured: average delay, message over- head and packet delivery ratio. The integration of P2P file sharing and AODV routing is done in current version (2.27) of NS2. There are 100 data items randomly distributed.
among all 50 nodes. In the P2P model, each peer can play the role of both a client and server.

### 2.2.3.1 Ekta: An Efficient DHT Substrate for Distributed Applications in Mobile ad-hoc Networks.

In Ekta [16], [43], the DHT abstraction is supported by integrating Pastry and DSR at the network layer of MANETs via a one-to-one mapping between the IP addresses of the mobile nodes and their node IDs in the namespace. With this integration, the routing structures of a DHT and of a multi-hop routing protocol, DSR, are integrated into one structure which can maximally exploit the interactions between the two protocols to optimize the routing performance.

Ekta explores two disparate design options: the simple approach of directly overlaying a DHT on top of a MANET multi-hop routing protocol, and the Ekta approach which integrates a DHT with a multi-hop routing protocol at the network layer. Second, Ekta examines the efficiency of DHT substrates in supporting applications in MANETs by examining the performance of a resource discovery application built on top of Ekta with one that directly uses physical layer broadcast. Ekta’s implementation uses mobility scenarios that are generated using a modified waypoint model. In the model, 50 nodes move at a speed uniformly distributed between 1-19 m/s in an area of 1500m x 300m. A wireless radio with 2 Mbps bit rate and 250m transmission range is used. DSR is used as the routing protocol. The simulation duration chosen is 900s. The communication pattern consists of 40 traffic sources, each initiating packets at the rate of 3 packets/second. Each packet has a 48-byte message body, prepended with a 128-bit key generated from hashing the message body. Thus, the effective packet payload is 64 bytes. This communication pattern models the traffic in a DHT-based storage system such as PAST.
2.2.3.2 Cell Hash Routing.

Cell Hash Routing (CHR)[3] is a DHT specifically designed for wireless ad-hoc networks. CHR was built to be an integrated design. CHR uses an inexpensive localized cell-based clustering method that groups nodes according to their location. This clustering method groups nodes inside cells of predefined and globally known shape. As a consequence, messages are not addressed to an individual node destination, because routing works at the cell level. Such an approach is particularly well-suited to the world of small and simple wireless devices or embedded systems, where nodes may look for specific contents and not for peers.

The advantage of clustering is twofold. First, it creates a very structured and sparsely populated network of clusters, where a lightweight routing scheme can be applied. Second, the efficiency of the routing scheme is not affected by increasing node density. Furthermore, routing scales well with increasing network sizes, because it is localized. Hence, by using a location-based clustered approach, routing in CHR is scalable with respect to both, network size and node density. Although simple, this scheme is powerful and enables a DHT to be implement in a straightforward and efficient way. The DHT implemented by CHR fits wireless ad-hoc environments and can be used as a component of more complex architectures.

2.3 Data Replication

In certain P2P systems[40] such as Gnutella, only nodes that request an object make copies of the object. Other P2P systems such as Freenet allow for more proactive replications of objects, where an object may be replicated at a node even though the node has not requested the object. For such systems, how many copies of each object should there be so that the search overhead for the object is minimized, assuming that the total amount of storage for objects in the network is fixed? Answers to this question have implications to non-proactive replication systems as well, because the information of an
objects location could be proactively replicated to expedite the searches. There are two replication strategies that are easily implementable. One is “owner replication”, where, when a search is successful, the object is stored at the requester node only. The other is “path replication”, where, when a search succeeds, the object is stored at all nodes along the path from the requester node to the provider node. Owner replication is used in systems such as Gnutella. Path replication is used in systems such as Freenet.

2.3.1 Beehive.

Beehive [44] is a general replication framework that operates on top of any DHT that uses prefix-routing. Beehive controls the extent of replication in the system by assigning a replication level to each object. An object at level \( i \) is replicated on all nodes that have at least \( i \) matching prefixes with the object. Queries to objects replicated at level \( i \) incur a lookup latency of at most \( i \) hops. Beehive’s implementation is structured as a transparent layer on top of FreePastry 1.3, and supports an insert/modify/delete/query DHT interface for applications, and requires no modifications to the underlying Pastry implementation.

Beehive’s replication protocol proactively makes copies of the desired objects around the network. Initially, each object is replicated only at the home node at a level \( l = 0 \). The highest level available \( k \), where \( k = \log_b N \), where \( N \) is the number of nodes in the system and \( b \) is the base of the DHT, and shares \( k \) prefixes with the object. If an object needs to be replicated at the next level \( l + 1 \), the home node pushes the object to all nodes that share one less prefix with the home node. Each of the level \( l + 1 \) nodes at which the object is currently replicated may independently decide to replicate the object further, and push the object to other nodes that share one less prefix with it. Nodes continue the process of independent and distributed replication until all the objects are replicated at appropriate levels. An example can be seen in Figure 2.3.
### 2.3.2 Tempo

Tempo [50] explores a proactive approach to data replication that creates additional copies not in response to failures, but periodically at a fixed low rate. This way a failure does not spike and overwhelm application traffic and make it difficult to provision bandwidth. In simulations based on PlanetLab traces, Tempo is able to provide the same level of durability as traditional reactive systems using a comparable amount of bandwidth and without significant fluctuations in bandwidth usage.

### 2.3.3 Max-Cap, practical load balancing for content requests in peer-to-peer networks

Max-Cap [47] is decentralized algorithm, based on the maximum inherent capacities of the replica nodes. Unlike previous algorithms, it is not tied to the timeliness or frequency of updates, and consequently requires significantly less update overhead. Yet, Max-Cap can handle the heterogeneity of a peer-to-peer environment without suffering from load oscillations. This paper studies the problem of balancing the demand for content in a peer-to-peer network across heterogeneous peer nodes that hold replicas of the content.

Max-Cap assume a peer-to-peer overlay network of widely distributed nodes. The peers store and share content with other peers and are heterogeneous in their capacity to
serve content. The placement of a file on a particular peer is decided by the owner of the peer, not by a global placement policy. That is, there is no control over where replicas of a particular file are placed. Finally, the set of participating peers in the system is dynamic as peers enter and leave the system continuously and content availability at a peer can last for as little as a few minutes.

2.3.4 Chord.

Data redundancy has the benefit of improving data availability in Chord, but taking more memory to store. To increase data availability Kapellko [30] advocates the direct union of two copies of Chord, which he claims is a very soft modification of the original Chord protocol. Unexpected departures of \( k < O(\sqrt{n}) \) nodes from the system has a high probability that no information disappears. Only after \( \sqrt{n} = O(k) \) unexpected departures, does the loss of some data occur with high probability.

2.4 Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network

A VANET [31], [55] is a technology that uses moving cars or other vehicles as nodes in a network to create a mobile network. Rather than moving at random, vehicles tend to move in an organized fashion. Cars that move in the opposite direction increases the data dissemination performance significantly [42]. VANETs have some common properties with MANETs, but there are some distinctive differences [38]: 1) Vehicles move at very high speed but stop at intersections when traffic lights turn red. 2) Since the route is restricted by the roads, the mobility is more predictable than the to random movement of nodes in a MANET.

2.4.1 VANET Chord.

For vehicular mobile Chord, Liu, et al. [38] propose several mechanisms to overcome problems caused by node mobility and topological changes.
1. Aggressive table update: try to use any available information to update finger table (for Chord) and knowledge table (for Mobile Chord).

2. Overlay table broadcasting: broadcast P2P overlay information to neighboring Mobile Chord nodes instead of using unicast ping for keep-alive mechanism in Chord

3. Passive bootstrapping: a new node learns the P2P overlay network information by listening to overlay table broadcasting rather than joining P2P overlay through hook nodes.

Liu, et al. [38] concluded Chord works fine in low-mobility, low traffic load, and low P2P node count scenarios, and modified Mobile Chord scheme performs well in the challenging VANET environment. The P2P overlay consistency was significantly higher than the baseline Chord. The proposed bootstrapping technique reduced control signaling cost and improved P2P network convergence time in highly dynamic vehicular environments. In summary, Mobile Chord outperforms Chord in terms of overlay consistency, the number of application layer forwarding steps, query response, correct query response, and the average query delay.

2.4.2 CarTALK 2000.

CarTALK 2000 [54] is a European project that focuses on new driver assistance systems which are based upon inter-vehicle communication. The main objectives are the development of co-operative driver assistance systems and the development of a self-organizing ad-hoc radio network as a communication basis with the aim of preparing a future standard.

Based on the current position and its driving destination, a vehicle movement is predictable with the help of a digital road map. For this reason CarTALK 2000 uses Spatially Aware Routing (SAR). SAR extends traditional position based routing by making use of the spatial environment model. The spatial model is constructed based on road
topology information extracted from digital road maps, which can be internally represented as a graph $G(E, V)$ consists of a set $V$ of vertices referring to road intersections together with a set $E$ of edges denoting road segments. The weight of edges can be used to represent different characteristics, such as the road length, average speed, etc. SAR then relies heavily on GPS coordinates to find the optimal route for a packet to take. More in depth investigations are still needed in order to proceed with specific technical choices and to reach the final routing design for CarTALK 2000.

2.4.3 Fleet Net.

Fleet Net [23] is a project to bring the internet to vehicles on the road by using a VANET. Fleet Net is based on cellular communication systems with centralized organization adapted to an ad-hoc environment. The typical Fleet Net network topology will have a stationary gateway node, such as a gas station or restaurant, that is connected to the internet. Then, vehicles will then forward packets away from the gateway node to out of range nodes. An example can be seen in Figure 2.4. Fleet Net’s network topology is similar to Data Mules [49], except in Data Mules the nodes buffer sensor data, then move to a wired access point to transmit data.

![Figure 2.4: Fleet Net Scenario [23]](image)
2.4.4 Grassroots.

Grassroots [20] is a program in which each vehicle contributes a small piece of traffic information to the network based on the P2P paradigm, and each vehicle aggregates pieces of the information into a useful picture of the local traffic information. Grassroots is different from the usual sensory environment since it relies on mobile sensors (dataflies) rather than on a fixed predefined infrastructure. Two important characteristics of Grassroots environment: redundancy, which imparts robustness, and dynamic nature of coverage, which changes with the location of its dataflies. The Grassroots architecture has four entities: information producers, information consumers, information aggregators, and information relayers. Producers are vehicles (dataflies) that collect raw sensory data. Consumers are objects (stationary or mobile) that query data (e.g., vehicles). Aggregators collect and aggregate data from multiple producers. An aggregator is a logical entity that can reside on a stand-alone server or can even reside on a consumer. Relayers participate in forwarding messages to their intended destination. Simulation results show promise in the Grassroots system.

2.5 Summary

This chapter contained a broad overview of the big four DHTs, Chord, Pastry, Tapestry, and CAN. Each DHT has advantages and disadvantages associated with it. Mobile DHTs have deficiencies that can cause slower lookup or redundant work, but there are optimizations and integrations available to mitigate inefficiencies. There are several data replication architectures available for DHTs. Once again each strategy has advantages and disadvantages associated with it. VANETs create their own intrinsic problems with generally fast moving nodes and movement patterns.

For this research Pastry is chosen as the DHT because of its availability and completeness in Network Simulator 3 (NS3). Chord and Pastry already have an implementation in NS3. The Chord implementation is poorly documented and difficult to
send a message. The Pastry implementation is much more detailed and easier to understand. Also, the Beehive replication strategy is chosen because Beehive is a general replication framework that operates on top of any DHT that uses prefix-routing, such as Chord, Pastry, and Tapestry. Therefore, Beehive could be implemented on top of either of the DHTs in NS3. The problem with Beehive is that its source code is not publicly available. However, there are papers that describe Beehive and a dedicated webpage.
III. Methodology

The goal of highly mobile ad-hoc networks is to investigate the applicability of P2P database replication to maintain data, testing the network bandwidth breaking point, and the effects of node density, churn, and area. This chapter describes the testing setup and procedures for the experiment, the system services, performance measures, and expected workload, system parameters, and experimental design. The testing setup describes the model used for the experiment. The testing procedures describes the implementation in NS3. The system services explains the what the system does. The performance measures detail the metrics used to evaluate the system. The expected workload describes the expected queries of the DHT. The system parameters list the parameters and factors of the system. Finally, the experimental design explains the final system overview.

3.1 Testing Setup Used

The approach tests the applicability of an ad-hoc P2P self replicating DHT network. The evaluation technique used is simulation, using NS3. The simulation uses the IEEE 802.11 standard for wireless communication. Nodes are mobile and move at a fast pace of 60 mph, to simulate slow moving helo type vehicles such as the (A160T) Hummingbird [7]. The nodes move using a random way-point model [5]. The vehicles travel for a random distance, pause, then travel in another direction. Evidence suggests [60] that random way points are not optimal for vehicle searching as there is usually much overlap. Still, this model comes readily available, and provides a baseline for research.

The P2P network uses Pastry with Beehive. A node replicates data and sends the data to other nodes in the network. The known data is then queried for availability. Chord has already shown that with no data replication, linear node failure results in linear data loss [52].
3.2 Test Procedure

The simulation starts with a designated number of nodes. The nodes use the NS3 implementation of standard IEEE 802.11b protocol with a constant data rate of 1 Mbps. Nodes have a constant speed propagation model applied to them which means all packets will travel at the same speed. By default, the channel model is set with a propagation delay equal to a constant, the speed of light. Nodes have a range dependent propagation loss model meaning that nodal contact is dependent on distance, with an antenna range of 100 meters [2]. In NS3, the range propagation loss model uses one attribute "Max Range". The single "Max Range" attribute(units of meters), synonymous with the antenna range, determines path loss. Receivers at or within "Max Range" meters receive the transmission at the transmit power level. Receivers beyond MaxRange receive at power -1000 dBm (effectively zero).

The nodes move to random way points, with a speed of 60 mph (26.8224 m/s), and a constant pause of 5 seconds. Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) is the underlying network routing protocol. Each node is sequentially assigned a static IPv4 address starting at 10.1.0.1. The underlining database and DHT used for this experiment is Pastry. A Pastry application is installed on every node. Pastry considers a neighbor dead after two missed “Hello” messages. After sending a request, Pastry makes two attempts before considering the neighbor dead as well. Request are set to time out after 1,000 ms, and have a time to live of 255 hops.

Each node’s DHT database initializes with 10 entries. Each entry is a random number from 0 to 32,767. This means that it is possible for a duplicate data entry on two or more nodes. Assuming 500 nodes choosing 10 entries, 5,000 randomly chosen numbers, according to the birthday paradox it is almost 100% certain that there will be matching numbers, but since the data is duplicated to nodes after the first data replication, the impact of this scenario is minimal. When a node duplicates its data entry over the network. The
node sends its data identifier, along with data padding to have a data object that appears to be of a size equivalent to sensor data of interest going over the network.

For testing purposes, all entries are stored in a global table that tracks the data and which node has this data. This is done so that nodes know what data to request. Although it is possible to have scenarios where nodes request data that has never existed, that is not the case for this experiment. However, it is possible in this experiment for a node to request data that no longer exist. This occurs when one node has the only copy of a data item, and goes offline before replicating its data. This means that the data is in the global table, but no longer exists. This is a highly unlikely scenario.

Data is replicated following the Beehive replication strategy [44] with the level of prefix matching specified from 1 - 4, with 1 as the lowest replication rate and 4 the highest. For this implementation, prefix matching is done with the nodes number. Assume the first node, although it is node one, in binary it is node zero. At replication level one, node one would then prefix match with node two, because all except for their last binary digit matches. At replication level two, nodes one, two, three, and four would prefix match, because all except for their last two binary digits prefix match. This means when a node is replicating at level one it replicates to one other node. Level two to three other nodes, level three to seven other nodes, and level four to fifteen other nodes.

Each node is scheduled to replicate a piece of its own data once every second. Additionally, all nodes send out a query request for data once every ten seconds. When replying, a node only responds with an acknowledgment through the network that it has the requested data. It does not send another full 1024 byte packet.

3.3 System Boundaries
Figure 3.1: The P2P Database System Under Test.
3.4 System Services

The system offers one service: a distributed database. A successful outcome is defined as receiving the correct response to a database query. The response can come from either the original data producing node or another node that has replicated data.

There are several ways the system can fail. First, the requesting node cannot find a node containing the data in the network. Second, the network can lose the data request before being received by the destination node. Third, the network can lose the data response before the querying node receives the data.

3.5 Performance Measures

The first measure is the amount of bandwidth usage. For this experiment, Bandwidth usage is defined as all packets sent across the network including the data packets with headers. As well as lower layer protocol and control packets, such as routing. The total available bandwidth is 1 Mbps. This is measured to determine the amount of bandwidth nodes use to replicate data.

The second measure, Successful Query Answer is defined as the requested node receives the requested data. This measure defines the data availability of the system. For a given configuration, this provides a base performance of the system.

3.6 Workload

The expected workload for the database consists of request queries. A query is defined as a node requesting a piece of data from somewhere in the network. A query request is made by each node every ten seconds. The request is for random piece of data from a globally known table. The request is sent throughout the network.

3.7 System Parameters

Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 lists the parameters, test values, and a short description for the system. Table 3.1 presents parameters for the overall scenario including number of nodes,
area, churn rate, and the mobility model. Table 3.2 presents the nodal model parameters including the replication rate, bandwidth, packet size, and antenna range.

The first parameter is the number of nodes. The number of nodes refers to the total number of nodes per simulation. For this experiment the number of nodes ranges from 10 to 500 nodes in steps of 10. Table 3.3 shows the anticipated outcomes for the number of nodes in the system.

Table 3.1: Scenario Parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Parameter</th>
<th>Tested Values</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>10-500</td>
<td>The total number of nodes in the network for a simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of Simulation</td>
<td>Squares with lengths of 200m to 2,500m.</td>
<td>This is the total area nodes have to move.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churn Rate</td>
<td>Lose and gain of 1 node every 30 mins.</td>
<td>The rate at which nodes are entering and leaving the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Model</td>
<td>60 mph; 5 sec pause</td>
<td>The speed that a node will travel, and the time it will pause at that location before starting to travel again.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Nodal Model Parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Parameter</th>
<th>Tested Values</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Replication Rate</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>The rate at which data is replicated to other nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>1 Mbps</td>
<td>The rate at which a node’s link can transmit and receive data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of Data Packets</td>
<td>1024 bytes</td>
<td>This is the size of a replication data packet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Range</td>
<td>100 m</td>
<td>The wifi antenna range of a node.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.3: Number of Nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Nodes</th>
<th>Anticipated Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low (10 - 20)</td>
<td>If the area is small, nodes should be able to maintain good connectivity, and there should not be much interference over the 2.4 GHz spectrum. On the other hand, a large area there may be minimal network connectivity, a higher replication rate should help relieve this problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (30 - 100)</td>
<td>May produce some of the best results depending on an experiments configuration. Nodes will usually be in range of at least 1 other node, but not an overbearing number of nodes as to cause great interference. A node will likely be able to query and receive a response. A medium number of nodes may perform well for the amount of resources it cost to build.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (110- 500)</td>
<td>If the area is large, nodes should be able to maintain good network connectivity with minimal interference over the 2.4 GHz spectrum. However, a small area may cause great interference with many nodes attempting to transmit at once.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides the size of a query response, the database replication rate has the largest impact on available bandwidth. A higher rate means more replication of data, but also more bandwidth use. The more replication, the greater the chance a node finds the data, being queried. The replication rate and anticipated outcome appear in Table 3.4.

The nodes move in a square area ranging from side lengths of 200 m to 2,500 m. Thus, the effective area of the simulation ranges from 40km\(^2\) to 6,250km\(^2\). The side lengths increase by 300 m, and then in 500 m steps until reaching 2,500 m.

One constant parameter is the amount of bandwidth available in the network. This parameter effects several elements. The first is the amount of data that can be traveling over the network. The second is how long nodes have to be in range of one another. The higher the bandwidth, the more data that nodes can push to each other in a given amount of time. For this experiment the bandwidth is set to a constant rate of 1 Mbps over a Direct-
Table 3.4: Replication Level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Replications Level</th>
<th>Anticipated Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 Low</td>
<td>There will be minimal data replication. It is likely that duplicate data will not be found easily. However, bandwidth usage will be minimal for a constrained network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Medium-Low &amp; 2 Medium-High</td>
<td>The medium amount of network replication may produce a good outcome by having a moderate amount replication and bandwidth usage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 High</td>
<td>There will be lots of data replication. It is likely that duplicate data is found easily. However, bandwidth usage will be extremely high and will constrain the network. A query should be answered most every time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) for both control and data packets. The bandwidth and network utilization will be measured by the built in NS3 flow-probe class.

3.8 Experimental Design

Each experiment simulates for five hours. Multiple trials with the same configuration are run with a different seed value at least ten times to obtain a viable 95% confidence interval. The overall network usage and number of satisfied queries, is then graphed.

3.9 Summary

This chapter details the highly mobile ad-hoc network and DHT used for this experiment. The system model is an ad-hoc P2P self replicating DHT network. The system replicates data to nodes and then queries all nodes for available data. The system is evaluated in NS3 running Pastry with a Beehive replication strategy.
IV. Results

If an environment is an active battlefield the space may include airborne assets, tanks, ground personnel, UAVs, missiles, satellites, and commanders all communicating on Internet Protocol based links. With such a high quantity of communication it is important to not only prevent enemy jamming, but to avoid self-inflicted jamming by crowding too many devices. Therefore, determining a network’s bandwidth breaking point becomes important. Also, in the likely event that any member of the network goes offline for any reason, replication becomes the only way of retrieving what would be lost data.

The results of this experiment are broken down into two categories, the Bandwidth Usage and Successful Query Answer of the system. The bandwidth utilization is an overview of the usage of the network. The replication rate is number of successful queries per all queries sent.

4.1 Bandwidth Usage

The following figures show graphs for a 95% confidence interval network utilization for a given node number, replication level and area of simulation. Starting with Figure 4.1, this figure shows the network usage on the vertical axis and the simulation area (square’s side length) on the horizontal axis. Each of the four replication levels are shown as well. Replication level one is shown as a circle with a solid line connecting each circle. Level two is shown as a triangle connected with a dashed line between. Level three is a plus connected by a dotted line. Level four is a x connected by a dotted and dashed line. The 95% confidence interval is shown by dashed lines above and below each symbol.

Figure 4.1 shows Pastry running with ten nodes. Starting at 200 m by 200 m and replication level one, Figure 4.1 shows that on average approximately nine percent of the network is being utilized. Dissecting into what is happening, at level one each node
replicates to one other node that is a 1024 bytes being sent to one other node ten times approximates to 81,920 bits needing to be sent in one second. The simulator is set to send 1 Mbps, in an ideal scenario where all nodes were in range of each other, each send was perfectly timed, and there was no other overhead data or control packets the network would use $8.192\%$ ($1024\text{bits} \times 8 \times 1 \times 10/1,000,000\text{bps} = 0.08192$).
At level two each node replicates to three other nodes. That is 1024 bytes being sent to three other nodes ten times, approximates to 245,760 bits needing to be sent. However, due to the replication prefix matching nodes nine and ten only match to each other. This leaves two nodes that are only prefix match to each other. This same problem arises at a replication level three. The binary prefix of nodes one though eight match each other, but nine and ten only match to each other. Finally at level one all ten nodes binary prefix match each other, and attempt to replicate 1024 bytes (8192 bits) of data to all other nodes. Estimating 1024 bytes being sent to nine other nodes ten times approximates to over 737,280 bits needing to be sent in one second. Once again with the simulator set to send 1 Mbps, and an ideal scenario where all nodes were in range of each other, each send was perfectly timed, and there was no other overhead data or control packets the network would use 73.7%. But the simulation is not an ideal situation. Once again the network utilization accounts for all types of packets, and not all node’s can reach one another directly in a 200 m by 200 m square with an antenna range of 100 m. Nodes not directly being able to reach one another affect several aspects of network utilization. First, it actually decreases a node’s view of the network’s utilization because a node that is 101 meters away from another node does not see any of the frequency interference caused by that node, because of the range propagation loss model used. The communication range uses an ideal model and interference would likely occur in a real world test. Second, nodes not able to see each other also increases data needed to flow through the network because a third node must now route the packet to the destination node. Third, the node may need additional routing packets to establish and maintain a viable route.

In Figure 4.1 the area of simulation has a large impact on the network utilization. The area of simulation increases each time. For example, the area of 500 m by 500 m is a quarter of a square kilometer. But at 1000 m by 1000 m the area is a one square kilometer, four times the area of the previous simulation area. Simply put, ten nodes with only a 100
m radius communication range are not at a high density enough inside a square kilometer to maintain contact with each other which is why network utilization drops.

In Figure 4.2 the number of nodes in the simulation has increased to twenty nodes. This increase increases the bandwidth usage of replication levels three and four. There are two reasons for this increase. The first is there is now twice as many nodes as there were previously. The second is that replication level four can now match the first sixteen nodes. This means that one node may be expected to replicate 131,072 bits itself. In a small area there is little doubt why twenty nodes are unable to effectively try and communicate.

With 100 nodes in a 200 m by 200 m space replication level one maximizes the network utilization (Figure 4.3). However, following Figure 4.3 a more constant rise in the larger areas can be seen as opposed to the larger jumps that happened at smaller areas. There are several reasons for this. First, the nodes are much more spread out and packets are not colliding as often. Second, each node is not solely responsible for only routing its payload. At the greater distances neighbor nodes must route the original nodes 1024 bytes of information to destination nodes, increasing the strain on the network. Third, one of the big users of network bandwidth is the OLSR routing protocol. OLSR is a proactive protocol meaning that it is continually searching and trying to maintain routes to other nodes. As more nodes are included in the network the more the network topology is ever changing especially as nodes are moving relatively fast. This causes more routing control packets to be sent, increasing the bandwidth being used for the network. But, this also let nodes move in range of other nodes very quickly. After 250 nodes, regardless of the replication rate, each simulation was running at full network usage.
Network Utilization - 20 Nodes

Figure 4.2: Bandwidth Utilization - 20 Nodes.
Figure 4.3: Bandwidth Utilization for 100-130 Nodes.
4.2 Successful Query Answer

Figure 4.4 shows the percentage of successful queries for ten nodes. The layout of the graph is the same as the graph for the bandwidth utilization. As Figure 4.4 shows all levels have near 100% success at 200 m by 200 m. As the area increase the system continues to have a high level of success until 1 km\(^2\). At that point there is a drastic decrease in the percentage of successful queries. This is because nodes are not in range of each other. Query fails occur due to a lack of a response because of distances. Yet, at as they spread out as 2,500 m by 2,500 m all levels appear to maintain a 10% response. This percentage is artificially high because of the way the program was written. This is because nodes are randomly requesting data based off of the globally known data table. With 10 nodes, the chance of a node requesting data that it has is 10%. This is also why in Figure 4.5 for twenty nodes the percentage of successful queries at 2,500 m by 2,500 drops to 5%.

With the number of nodes set at 20, replication levels four and three resulted in full network utilization. Figure 4.5 shows that when the network is at full utilization the number of successful queries drops to zero. This is because the network is over capacity and packets cannot replicate due to the high drop rate of packets with such high usage.

For comparison to the bandwidth utilization at 100 - 130 nodes, Figure 4.6 is shown. As the figures show the percentage of successful queries rises as more nodes are introduced into the system. This is because the nodes have greater connectivity, and percentage chance that a closer node has a replication of the data requested. The random way-point mobility model also works in favor of nodes coming into range of one another. With the random way-point model, nodes tend to move back to the middle of the system area [5]. This implies that nodes are continually criss-crossing, and thus able to find routes to key destination nodes.
Figure 4.4: Percentage of Successful Queries - 10 Nodes.
Figure 4.5: Percentage of Successful Queries - 20 Nodes.
Figure 4.6: Percentage of Successful Queries for 100-130 Nodes.
4.3 Summary

The results of this experiment show that a P2P DHT with data replication for an AN performs best when there is a high level of replication, but nodes are not crammed on top of one another. For an AN this is important to remember to maintain some space between vehicles while searching, and to try and minimize overlap of search patterns.
V. Conclusions

Decentralized, distributed, self replicating systems used in certain situations provide a significant benefit. They can provide redundancy, have a high level of fault tolerance, and survive multiple failures. They can usually scale to large numbers while maintaining robustness. But, there are some drawbacks to large amounts of replication. On bandwidth constrained networks, data replication can quickly erode all communication.

This research explored data replication for highly mobile Ad-Hoc DHT for Airborne Networks. Results show that the densities of nodes in a given area should be limited if large amount of data transfer is going to occur. However, with real world ANs it is unlikely their search pattern is a random waypoint. Also, in real world Airborne Networks the data transfer rate will not be set at constant rate. It is likely with the advances in 4G and WiMax network the data transfer rate will be much quicker.

5.1 Research Conclusions

In determining the amount of replication that is allowable before network bandwidth is choked. The system performed best when nodes have a little distance between one another, and are not trying to replicate large amounts data on top each other. As the number of nodes and amount of replication increases, the number of satisfied queries increases until the network utilization caps. As the number of nodes increases the overhead bandwidth increased as well from the routing protocol. The fast changing network topology allowed nodes quickly move in and out of range on one another. With regards to determine the availability of data throughout the network by querying nodes for given data. The increase the replication rate does increase the change the that a node will find requested data.
5.2 Future Work

There are many other configurations and potential optimizations that could be investigated into possibly improving a vehicular based MANET employing a replicating DHT.

- Determine the effects a vehicle based mobility model. In random way-point model nodes tend to move back to the middle of the system area [5]. If the mobility model was better suited for vehicular search following a designated pattern, with less bunching and overlap of nodes. Nodes may be able to better utilize the network and achieve better replication percentages.

- Determine the effects of a reactive network layer routing protocol. Since, OLSR is a proactive protocol it is continually using bandwidth to try and find a route, while DSR waits until packet is ready to be send to find a route. However, since the topology of this network changed quickly and data was sent out often is is unlikely this would make a significant difference.

- Implement an Ekta type system with integration between protocol layer. This may cut down on some bandwidth usage.

- Implement this system on a larger scale using a larger area as well as what is considered a longer range protocol such as cellular 3G or 4G.
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The concept of distributing one complex task to several smaller, simpler Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) as opposed to one complex UAV is the way of the future for a vast number of surveillance and data collection tasks. One objective for this type of application is to be able to maintain an operational picture of the overall environment. Due to high bandwidth costs, centralizing all data may not be possible, necessitating a distributed storage system such as mobile Distributed Hash Table (DHT). A difficulty with this maintenance is that for an Airborne Network (AN), nodes are vehicles and travel at high rates of speed. Since the nodes travel at high speeds they may be out of contact with other nodes and their data becomes unavailable. To address this the DHT must include a data replication strategy to ensure data availability. This research investigates the percentage of data available throughout the network by balancing data replication and network bandwidth. The DHT used is Pastry with data replication using Beehive, running over an 802.11 wireless environment, simulated in Network Simulator 3. Results show that high levels of replication perform well until nodes are too tightly packed inside a given area which results in too much contention for limited bandwidth.
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